Safety Passport Sample Format

Highlights of STK

Front Side : Contents of the front page can be
customized through STK Application

Sleek design in MS for industrial usage with a
small footprint.
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Inside Page : Pre-Printed Safety Instructions

Touch Screen based system with a touch pad &
Keyboard.

A 360° approach to Safety Training

Quick program generation with audio, video &
images.
STK content is available in 11 Indian languages
namely English, Hindi, Marathi, Gujarati,
Kannada, Tamil, Telugu, Malayalam, Bangla,
Odia, Assamese. The content is also available in
Thai, Malay & Nepali language.
Program evaluation module with a facility to
generate completion certificates with
photographs.

STK Individual Kiosk

Emergency Evacuation module with graphical
display.
Photograph & Finger print scanning for
enhanced safety.
Integration to access control & other system
possible at additional cost.
Sample programs for various industries.
Risk & PPE matrix
Hazard & First AID matrix
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A 360° approach to Safety Training
Safety is a matter of concern for every organisation
today. Though it is not possible to avoid every
untoward incident, preparedness and continual
training is the path towards a secured and safe
working environment. Training can be given in many
ways but a classroom approach to safety training
not only becomes monotonous but can also prove to
be inefficient due to corner-cutting.
STK helps you in taking a 360 approach to safety
training which ensures that all the stakeholders are
trained as per their risk exposure and based on the
overall impact on risk mitigation plan. This helps in
the "Change Behaviour Phase" & "Evaluation phase"
of BBS or Behaviour Based Safety and also helps in
facing the safety audits like OSHAS or ISO 18000.
Brief About STK™
STK comprises of four major components as
shown in the infographic below.

in the reception or safety room near reception. and
the safety training program runs for a maximum 23 minutes per person. The content is mostly do's
& don'ts & emergency evacuation etc. The training
is taken standing in front of the kiosk and hence a
very small footprint is required.

divided into different categories.
STK content is available in 11 Indian languages
namely English, Hindi, Marathi, Gujarati, Kannada,
Tamil, Telugu, Malayalam, Bangla, Odia, Assamese.
The content is also available in Thai, Malay & Nepali
language.

STK for Drivers : This is an individual training
usually placed at the material gate. The safety
training runs for maximum 3-4 minutes and safety
instructions are more specific to drivers. There is a
breath analyzer available at the kiosk which can be
used to determine the alcohol level of th drivers. The
training is provided by standing in front of the kiosk.

3. STK Content Creation : This is the main feature
of STK . Using this module you can convert your
existing PPTs for SOP , GMP Processes , Safety
training etc. into safety training programs. Any
Safety training videos that you might have
purchased (without a lock or dongle) can also be
added to STK using this module.
It offers a facility to create many evaluation
questions and quizzes. By creating a question bank
it is possible to retain the earlier questions for future
usage.

STK for Contractors , GMP , SOP , Work Permit
etc. :These are usually group training sessions . The
training is provided on a large screen and the
duration of the training is usually around 15-20
minutes. Hence the trainees sit in front of the kiosk
as a group. For their evaluation a small remote
similar to the famous TV show KBC is provided to
every individual. These kiosks are usually placed
inside the factory in a proper training room with a
capacity to accommodate around 30 persons.
2. STK Pre-loaded Content : This is the most
important part of any safety kiosk. STK has very rich
content which runs in multiple hours. The content is

1. Models of STK : There are multiple
models of STK . Based on the duration of
the training program & the number of
persons to be trained in one training
session , the models can be chosen.
STK for Visitor Training : This is an
individual training kiosk usually placed

4. Scheduling and Analytics : STK offers very rich
features and integration to Labour Management
System to ensure that every stakeholder is covered
under safety training. Training Need identification
module can suggest which individual should be
trained on which module and the planning and
reminders as emails and SMS can be sent.

